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Answering Atheists: Understanding Them  
Don Ruhl • Savage Street, Grants Pass, Oregon • December 18, In the year of our Lord Christ, 2019  

From Atheist Republic: Ten Common Myths About Atheists:  

I. Atheists Believe Everything Came From Nothing  

A. Some do and some don’t.  

B. Here is how an atheist on AtheistRepublic.com states it:  
 
“When asked about the universe, most atheists simply stop somewhere 
along the lines of ‘the evidence suggests the universe began expanding ap-
proximately 13.77 billion years ago.’ Beyond that I’m fine with ‘I don’t 
know.’ I don’t need to know. I do not believe the universe came from ‘noth-
ing’ in the way theists use the word…”  

C. Although they practically believe that the universe came from nothing, we do 
not gain anything by continuing to argue against what they say they do not 
believe.  

II. Atheists Have No Morals  

A. Yes, many of them are “good” people.  

B. It is also true that what you and I call immoral they simply say is not immoral, 
this is the case with homosexuality, abortion, et al.  

III. Atheists Have No Meaning of Life  

A. Observe atheists and you will see that they do live with purpose.  

B. However, their meaning or purpose is quite different from ours.  

IV. There Are No Atheists in Foxholes  

A. We assume that once everyone faces an exceedingly frightening situation, 
they will call on God.  

B. However, that is not true.  

1. How many people died in Scripture who were without God, but  

2. at the moment of death suddenly cried out for God?  

a) Look at the two men crucified with Jesus.  
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b) One did call out, but the other only cursed Jesus.  

V. Atheists Just Hate God  

A. While it seems to us that this might be true,  

B. we again do not gain anything by insisting that they do.  

VI. Atheists Just Don’t Want to Submit to God  

A. Same as above.  

VII.Atheists Are Angry  

A. Some or even most atheists might be happy.  

B. Why then insist that they are angry when they are not?  

1. We also should not try to fool ourselves into believing  

2. that we have some kind of insight into their souls.  

VIII.Atheists Are Responsible for the Worst Atrocities in History  

A. Well, yes, they have been.  

B. So have various religions.  

1. To me this is not worth our time to argue with them.  

2. We establish nothing nor will we convert them with arguing on this point.  

IX. Atheists Are Guilty of “Scientism”  

A. Here is how Atheist Republic defines scientism:  
 
“Scientism is a philosophy which holds that science is the ultimate truth, 
and that science is the only way to truth. But preferring science to supersti-
tion doesn’t mean science is always correct. Scientists are humans and can 
make mistakes like anyone else. However, the methodology of science does 
work. That doesn’t mean science is the only way to truth. It just means it’s 
an effective method of attaining natural truths.”  

B. Actually most atheists do believe that science is the only way to know truth.  

C. Yes, they have made a god out of science.  

D. However, we can charge them with this but we will gain nothing.  
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X. Atheists Are All Rational and Logical  

A. I find the following quote from Atheist Republic refreshing:  
 
“This is one I hear mostly from other atheists. Some atheists like to consider 
themselves more rational than theists and ask why we should call ourselves 
atheists at all, as opposed to calling ourselves rationalists or some other 
such term.  
 
“But all atheists are not rational. Atheism is simply the lack of belief in 
deities. There are atheists who believe in homeopathy, ancient aliens, 911 
conspiracy theories and a host of other completely irrational ideas unsup-
ported by any stretch of logic. Just because someone arrived at the rational 
non belief in deities does not mean they are rational about everything else.”  

B. Again we just need to know these things about how they view themselves, 
because if we misrepresent them,  

1. that discredits us and  

2. that discredits the truth we promote. 


